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ON THE GLOBALASYMPTOTICBEHAVIOROF
BROWNIAN LOCAL TIME ON THE CIRCLE
BY
E. BOLTHAUSEN
Abstract. The asymptotic behavior of the local time of Brownian motion
on the circle is investigated. For fixed time point t this is a (random)
continuous function on 5'. It is shown that after appropriate norming the
distribution of this random element in C(S') converges weakly as t-* oo.
The limit is identified

as 2(B(x) — f B(y) dy) where B is the Brownian

bridge. The result is applied to obtain the asymptotic distribution of a
Cramer-von Mises type statistic for the global deviation of the local time
from the constant / on 5 '.

1. Introduction. Let (ß, 9, £„ Px) be a continuous Brownian motion on R;
that is for t G [0, oo), £: ß —»R is ^-measurable, for each w G ß, rh-»£;(w)is
continuous and £, under the law Px is Brownian motion starting in x G R.
We assume that ^ contains all sets of P*-measure 0 for all x. We assume that
there are transition operators on ß, that are mappings 6S: ß-»ß such that

¿,(0jW)= |,+»
for all t,s G [0, oo).
Let 9, be the a-algebra generated by the £, s < t, and the common Px-null
sets. If the set where some event is not true is of Px measure 0 for all x G R
then we say that this event holds almost sure.
Let S1 be a circle with circumference 1. We shall identify S1 with the
half-open interval [0, 1) c R. Addition on S ' is defined in the usual way. If
x,y G S1 then \x —y\ = min((x — y) mod 1, (y — x) mod 1). Brownian
motion f, on S1 can be defined through f, = |, mod 1 = £, — [£,] where
[x] = max{k G Z: k < x). For x G [0, 1), Px governs |, starting at x, so it
governs Ç, too.
Any 'starting' probability measure p on R gives in the usual way a law P*1
for |, formally by P*1 = fPxp(dx). If p is concentrated on [0, 1) P* is a law

forf,.
For Brownian motion £, there exists continuous local time / which is a
mapping (0,oo)xRxÛ^
[0, oo) with
(1.1) For each (/, x) G (0, oo) X R, l(t, x) is % measurable.
(1.2) Almost surely / is joint continuous in (t, x).

(1.3) Almost surely for a < b and arbitrary /
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fbl(t,x)dx=('llaMs)ds.
Ja

J0

Brownian local time starts growing after the first hitting of x that is if x G R
and Tx = inf{s: £ = x] then almost surely l(u, x, u>)= 0 for u < Tx(u). For
each x G R Brownian local time at x is a perfect additive functional that is
a.s. for each x, s, t, l(t + s, x, u) = l(t, x, a) + l(s, x, 9t(u)) (see Blumenthal
and Getoor [3, p. 225]); especially if T is a stopping time, one has l(T(cd) +
s, x, w) = l(T(u), x, u>)+ l(s, x, ör(u)(w)) and so for each y the Py law of
l(T + s, x) — l(T) conditioned on 9T is the P(t law of l(s, x). So one may
say that the local time starts afresh at stopping times.
Local time for Brownian motion on the circle exists too, which follows
from general theorems about existence of local times [3, p. 216] but we shall
construct it directly from /. Let T„ = inî{t: |£,| = «} and A„(t) = {«: |£0| <
n, Tn> t}. A = Df.,
U "_, A„(k) has Px measure 1 for each x. For
x G [0, \),k GN and a G An(k) one has
oo

2

n— 1

/ (s, x + j, u) = 2

7=-oo

l(s, x+j,

w) ÎOTS<k,

j=-n

so for w G A, 2jL_M l(s, x +j, u) is a finite sum. We introduce local time

for £, by

X(s,x,u>)=

2

l(s,x + k,a)

(1.4)

*=-oo

which is then a.s. well defined and fulfills statements analogue to (1.1)—(1.3).
For each fixed s, Xs(x) = Vs (K(s, x)/s — 1) is a random element in (C(S'),
|| ||) where C(Sl) is the space of continuous functions on S1 and || || the
sup-norm. The main result of this paper is the following
Theorem 1. For each starting measure p on Sx and for s -» oo, Xs converge
weakly to the continuous centered Gaussian process on S ' with covariance

T(x,y) = 4(min(x, y) - xy) - 2{x(\ - x) + y(l - y)) + j.
Remarks. (1) It is easy to see that T(x, x + y) = IYO,y) and further
T(0, 1) = r(0, 0). So T(x,y) is actually continuous onS1. Let Z(x) be the
process corresponding to this kernel. It is then easy to see that Z(x) may be
represented as 2(B(x) - f0 B(x) dx) where (B(x))xe[0X) is the Brownian

bridge.
(2) A central limit theorem for the local time at a single point and for a
large class of 1-dimensional ergodic diffusions has been obtained by Tanaka
[11]. Asymptotic behavior of the global local time seems not to have been
considered in the literature as yet.
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As an application one obtains the following corollary which has also been
proved by Baxter and Brosamler [1], [4] using different methods.
Corollary
1. If v is a signed measure with finite total variation on S1 then
for an arbitrary starting distribution (for f,) (/¿ X(t, x)v(dx) — tX(S1))/Vt
is
asymptotically
normally
distributed
with mean
0 and variance

fof0T(x,y)v(dx)v(dy).
Baxter and Brosamler obtained this theorem for a quite large class of
Markov-processes on compact spaces.
The main advantage of Theorem 1 however is that it enables one to
consider nonlinear functionals on the local time. An application of this type is
the following corollary which gives the asymptotic distribution of a measure
of discrepancy between the local time and the density of the ergodic distribution on S ' (which is of course Lebesgue measure).

Corollary
2. For each starting distribution on Sl, í/si(a(í, x)/t - I)2 dx
converges in distribution to a probability onR+ with characteristic function

xw=n(i-4)_1y=lV
VJ I
Proof. We consider the compact integral operator T on L^S1) where
(Tf)(x) = JT(x, y)f(y) ay. The nonzero eigenvalues of this operator are
\/m2j2, j G N, each with multiplicity 2 and normalized eigenfunctions
VI sinÇL-TTJx),
V2 cos(2jtjx). In fact an elementary calculation shows that
these functions are eigenf unctions to \/ir2j2 and as they form a complete
system in Rg (I") = {/ G 7^(5 '): ¡fix) dx = 0} there are no others.
It follows that the Karhunen-Loeve expansion for Z is
OO

1

2{x) = 2 — [VIJV) sin(2irjx) + V2 Nj cos(2irjx)]
where Njt Nj are independent standard Gauss variables. So f0Z(x)2 dx =
"ZJLi (N2 + Nj2)/tT2j2 and from this expression the corollary follows.
Let 91t(S ') be the space of signed measures on S ', || || the total variation
norm on 'DïliS'1). The following map is continuous
(C(S'), || ||)

^CDltOS1),|| ||) where $(f)(A) = fAfix) dx. If p,(dx, a) = $(X(>,-, co))
then p, is simply the measure of sojourn times p,(A) = /¿ \A(ÇS)ds. If p is
Lebesgue measure on 5 ' one obtains from Theorem 1
Corollary
3. For t -» oo, V7 (p,/t - p) converges weakly in (91L(S'), || ||)
to the 911(5 l)-valued random variable w-»3>(Z(-, w)).

One should compare this with results obtained by Donsker and Varadhan
in [5]. They evaluated for a large class of Markov processes on a compact set
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K the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of P(p,/t G A) for special
sets A c 9 (K) (the space of probability measures on K) with p £ A (p in the
general case being the ergodic distribution). In the special case of Brownian
motion on S ' their result stands in the same relation to the above corollary as
stand classical large deviation results to the classical central limit theorem
2. Applications of the Tanaka formula. The basic idea of the Tanaka
formula is to represent Brownian local time l(t, x) by f0 ôx(i) ds where 8Xis
the Dirac impulse function at x. Sx is not a function in the usual sense, but is
formally the second derivative of f(y) = x \/ y. Applying the Ito formula in
a formal way one obtains

(i \yx)- (|0v x) - JQf Voo)(4) di. + \Z Jqf'sx(i) ds.
This suggests to declare iV x - £0\J x - f0 l^,«,/^) d^ as half the local
time at x. McKean proved in [8] that this process has a version which fulfills
(1-1)—(1.3),so this is indeed justified. (McKean's local time is half ours.) Thus

\i(t,X)=(tt\jx) - ft,v*) -jrv-)(4)^

(2.1)

Let T be a Brownian stopping time with

f°°py (T>

•M)

s, i > x)ds<

oo for all y G R.

(2.2)

For each t > 0,

[ '

If*,»)(4) di=

r°°llo,rA'j(J)1Uoo)(&) di

(see e.g. [6, p. 72]). If (2.2) is fulfilled then, letting t -* oo, the right side of the
above equality goes to /" l[0,n(5)l[*,oo)(O d£, in probability. So one obtains
for a stopping time T with (2.2):

\ l(T, x) = (|r V *) - do V x) - j[°°l[o,rl(*)lU«)(4) dîs. (2.3)
As an application one obtains Lemma 1 below where the following two
well-known relations are used: Let /, g be two 9, adapted processes with

f? Ey (f(tf)dt < oo and the same for g. Then

£'f°7(/)¿S,= 0,

(2.4)

E"f*f(t) di f°°g(t)di, = C Ey(f(t)g(t))dt.

(2.5)

•'o
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Lemma 1. For e > 0 let Te = inf{r: |£| = e} then

E°(l(r,0))

= e,

(2.6)

var°(/(re,0))

= e2.

(2.7)

Proof.

f^P^T

•'0

> s,is>

x)ds < f°°P°(T >s)ds
Jo

= E(T) < oo.

So (2.3M2.5) are applicable. From (2.3) and (2.4) one gets E°(l(T, 0)) =
2£(£r V 0) = e. So (2.6) is proved.
\ E°(l(T, 0)2) = £°((irV0)2)

- 2E°[\ïT V0)f\<OB)(ès)

d^j

+ E0\ljoTllo<ao)(i)diU.

£"|(irV0)/V)(4)^)

- ^0(|lr|/ori[o>0o)(4)^)

-r^E^fJdijJko^^dij.
The first summand is zero and the second equals

\foC°E0(lío,T](s)\[o¡a>y](i))ds=

^(/^Voo)^)^)

•

50 \E°(l(T, 0)2) = E°((iT V 0)2) = ¿e2. Thus (2.7) follows.
We are going to investigate \(t, x) = S™.-«, l(t, x + k) on A =

nr-i

Ur-i A„(k) (An(k)was {«: fol < n, T" > k}), x G [0, 1).Let x, y G

51 with \x —y\ = 8 < j. There are two cases. Either x = y + 8 mod 1 or
y = x + 8 mod 1. We assume the second to be true which is no restriction to
the ensuing considerations. Set on R1: y0 = y, x0 = y — 8 (it may be that
x0 = x — 1) and yk = y0 + &, jca = x0 + k. Then A(f, x) — X(t, y) =

2?- _«_/(*, **) - /(i, y*) which on ^„(/c) is 2,"_ _„ /(/, *,) - l(t,yß for / < A:.
Let Fn(z) = 2"__„(z

N/*y) - (2 V v,)- From

the Tanaka

formula,

one

obtains on A„(k) and for / < k:

X(t,x) - X(t,y) = F„(4) - Fn(lo) -/ •'o F;(4) ¿4Now o¿, - olo = /(, &/£, so if F„(z) = F„(z) - o(z - x0) + (n + 1)5 one

has on An(k) and for t < k:

X(t, x) - X(t,y) = Fn(i) - F„(|0) -f'K(i)
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It follows from an elementary calculation that for m > n, Fm restricted to
[ —n,n] is Fn. So if F: R -» R is defined by F|(_„ n) = Fn one has

X(t,x) - X(t,y) - F(i) - FiU) - f'F'd
) di
•'0

(2.8)

on A„(k) and / < k for each n, so on A and for all t. One easily obtains that

sup \F(u)\ < 8 and

v'

I -o

(2.9)

else.

v

Lemma 2. For cyzc/istarting distribution p on S1 which has bounded density
with respect to Lebesgue measure, there is a c > 0 such that for each t > 1,

0 < 5 < \ and x,y G Sl with \x —y\ = 8 one has

^(jfVfc,)**,)

<ct282

(2.11)

(where F is constructed from x,y as above).

Proof. For the sake of notational convenience we assume that 0 < x < y

= x + 8 < 1. We use Problem 4 on p. 40 of [8].Thus

< 72F" (jT'*&) ¿") + cxt282
where
■WN.

( 1 ioi x + k < u < y + k, k G Z,

*K '

lO else.

If g: S ' -» R is g restricted to [ 0, 1) one obtains

E»(fj(L)du}

=£"(jT'g(L)du)

= f'['E^(g(Ug(U)dudv
Jo Jo

= 2ff

E»(g(t;u)g(U)dudv

^2frUE^(g(Ug(L+s))dsdu
- 2 (' [""If
Jo Jo

f [ pu(y,z)ps(z,v)g(v)g(z)p(dy)dzdv)dsdu

\Js'Js,Js'
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where p,(x, y) is the transition density for Brownian motion on S1. By the
assumption on p there is a c2 with fs<pu(y, z)p(dy) < c2 for all z G S1 and

u > 0.
One thus obtains
*(/>*.>

*)'

<2c2f f f g(v)g(z) f
Jo JS,JS'

+ 2c2 ['[''"(
•'0 ■'0

Jo

(ps(z, v) - l)ds dzdv du

f g(v) g(z) dv dz du ds.

JSlJS'

(2.13)

The second summand in (2.13) is simply c2t282. From Theorem (2.15) of [1]
there is an a > 0 such that for j > 1 and z,v G S1, \ps(z, v) — 1| < e_ai.
Using this and the fact that for s —*0, ps(z, v) behaves as (1/V2to )exp( —\z
— u|2/2j) one obtains that f%\ps(z, v) — 1| ds is bounded uniformly in w G

[0, oo), z,v G S1. Combining this with (2.13) and (2.12) one obtains the
statement of the lemma.
3. Asymptotic normality of the finite dimensional distributions. It is
convenient to prove asymptotic normality and to evaluate the covariance in
the special case where the points he symmetrically on S'. Together with
tightness (which is proved in §4) this is clearly sufficient for Theorem 1.
Let m G N, m > 2 and set x0 = 0, xx = \/m, .. . , xm_x = (m — \)/m on

S\ T0 = inf{/: £ = 0} and inductively Tk+l = inf{i: \¡n+t - '{n\ - \/m).
rk = 2*=0 T„ Xk = £v for k > 0, Lk = X(rk, f^_) - X(rk_x,^_) for k > 1.
For any starting distribution p on S1 the following statements are evident
from the strong Markov property.
(3.1) {Xk}k=ox
is a symmetric random walk on the cyclic group
[k/m mod 1} = Gmwith
\Xk+l

~ m

X, •i)-[

1/2 i = j + 1 or i = j — 1 mod m,
0 else.

X0 is of course 0. The chain Xk has recurrence times with moments of any
order. The ergodic distribution gives measure l/mto any state.
(3.2) The sequence {Xk}k=0x
and all pairs (7% L,), i = 1, 2,. .. are
independent and the pairs (T¡, L¡) are identically distributed. (Here it is
essentially used that the distances between neighbouring points are all equal.)
As is well known £(7^) - 1/m2 and E(Tk) = 0(l/m2*) for k G N. From
Lemma 1 E(L¡) = \/m and E(L2) = 2/m2.
a(t„, xk) - a(t0, xk) = i

\Xk(X¡_, )L,
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We further define a sequence of N u {0} valued random variables S0 —0,
and inductively Sk+X= inf{y > Sk + 1, X¡ ™0}.
(3.4) {5;. - 5,_„ Xs;_,, A"s_i+„ . . ., As-,},^...
is a sequence of independent (N X (Gm)N valued) random variables.
Set er,= ts for i > 0 and a_, =0. For t > 0 let p, = inf{Ä:: o^ > i} and
set a, = oPi.

Lemma 3. For each starting measure pon S1 one has
(a) For n > \ the o„ — o„_x are independent and identically distributed.
(b) For fixed k, X(on, xk) — X(o„_x, xk), n > 1, are independent and identi-

cally distributed.
(c) E(X(on, xk) - X(on_x, xk)) and E(on - o„_x) are finite and both \/m

(for

n > 1).
(d) For n > 0 the on — on_x have finite fourth moments.

(e) For n > 0 the X(o„, xk) — X(o„_x, xk) have finite second moments.

(f) E (a, — t) is bounded uniformly in t.
(g) E (X(o„ xk) —X(t, xk)) is bounded uniformly in t.
(h) pt/t converges in the first mean to m.

Proof, (a) and (b) follow from (3.2) and (3.4).
(c): X(ox, xk) - X(o0, xk) = 2ji,

\Xk(Xj_x)Lj. From (3.2) one obtains

E(X(ox,xk)
-X(o0,xk))= E(Lx)eI 2 l#H)l
From Corollary 6-21 of [7] one has E(Z%X \Xk(Xj_x))= 1 for each k.
E(LX) = \/m from Lemma 1. On the other hand ox — o0 = Sjii 7} and Sj
and the 7} are independent, so E(ox — o0) = E(SX)E(LX) = m ■ \/m2 =
\/m.

(d): follows from the fact that Sx and the T¡ have moments of any order.
(e): Let first n > 1. It suffices to consider the case n = 1. X(ox, xk) —
a(ct0, xk) < 2yi ! Lj. From Wald's inequality one has

E(X(ox, xk) — X(a0, xk))2 < oo clearly follows. For n — 0, X(oq, xk) —
A(a_ „ xk) = X(oo,xk). o0 is the first hitting of 0 for f, which is the first hitting

of {0, l}for£,.
F"(A(o-0, xkf) < Ex*(X(o0, xk)2) < Ex"(l(R, xk)2) where Ä is the first
hitting ot {xk + \, xk — \} for |, and this last expression is < oo by Lemma

1.
(f): is proved similarly as (g) below.
(g): Letô, = o-p_,.
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H°» xk) - X(t, Xk) < X(o„ Xk) - X(S„ Xk).

(3.5)

Let <p(t) = E(X(o„ xk) - X(St, xk)).

tp(t) = f

E(X(o„ xk) - X(ô„ xk)\o0 = s)P(o0 G ds)

= f'<p(t - s)P(o0 Gds) + [°°E(X(s, xk)\o0 = s)P(o0 G ds). (3.6)
-'0

Jt

[C°E(X(s, xk)\o0 = s)P(o0

Gds)

= E(X(oq, xk); o0 > t)

< (E(X(o0, xk))2P(o0 > 0)'/2

< c ■r2

(3.7)

from (d) and (e) where c > 0 is some constant. Clearly q>(t) is finite on finite
intervals. We assume for the moment that P (a0 = 0) < 1 (which is equivalent
with p ^ 80). Then there is a A > 0 with P(o0 < A) = 1 - e < 1. Let s < A.
From (3.6) and (3.7) one has
<p(t + A) < (1 — e)

sup
t<u<l

e

sup
t<u<t

<p(u) +
+&

<p(u) <
+A

sup <p(u) + ct~2.
0<u<t

sup <p(u) + ct~2.
0<u<l

So it easily follows that <p(t) is bounded on [0, oo). If o0 ■»0 a.s. one can copy
the argument with a, instead of a0.
(h): o, — oQ = 2?_i(o, - a,-]). From Wald's identity E(pt)E(ox - o0) =
E(o, — a0), E(ox — o0) = l/m and thus from (f) E(p,)/t -» m as / -» oo.

F(((a, - o0)/t - p.ECx - °o)/tf)
-je(

£ «*, - °i-i) - ¿(o, - a,.-,))!

and using again Wald's identity this is (\/t2)E(pt) var (a, — Oq)which tends
to 0 as /-» oo. So p,E(o¡ — o0)/t — (o, - a0)/i—>0 in L2 and from (f)
o,/t -» 1 and o0/t -» 0 in Lx. (h) is proved.
Lemma 4. Let t„ be a sequence of positive real numbers increasing to oo. 772672
for any starting distribution p on Sl {(1/ \T„ )(X(tn, xk) - t„)}o<k<m-i »
asymptotically joint normally distributed.

Proof.

Htn>Xk)- 'n = 2 (*Oi>**) - *(»!-!. Xk) - (°i - °i-l))
1=1

+ K - '„) - (M°v **) - M'«>**)) + A(ao,xA)- a0.
From (d), (e), (f) and (g) of Lemma 3 it follows that (1/ V£ )(A(i„,jca) - *„)
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is asymptotically equivalent to

1
——

k
2 {X(o¡,xk) - X(0,_„ xk) - (a, - o,_,)).

V^ i-*

Let (/0, . . . ,fm_,) be an arbitrary vector in Rm. Then
m-I

2

/*(X(o„ xk) - A(o-,._„xk) - (a, - a,_,))

k=0

are independent random variables (by 3.4) with expectation 0 (by Lemma 3
(c)) and finite variance (by Lemma 3 (d) and (e)). So from Lemma 3 (h) and
Rényi's random central limit theorem ([10]) it follows that
.

m— 1

-j=r 2 /*(*('■>**)
"O)
is asymptotically normally distributed. But (/0,_,fm-\)
was arbitrary. So
the lemma follows.
Remark. The above Lemma 4 clearly follows from Corollary 2 a proof of
which has been sketched by Brosamler in [4] using a central limit theorem for
mixing sequences, but details are given only for u with bounded derivative in
[1]. The renewal approach used here seems more elementary and applicable
also for other recurrent one dimensional diffusions without compactness of
the state space.
4. Termination of the proof of Theorem 1. Let t„ > 0, i„|oo. We want to
show that for arbitrary starting distribution jti on S '
Xln(x)

= -^(X(t„,x)-tn)

is a tight sequence of processes on S '. We may assume that t„ > 1. Then
X(t„, x, u) = X(l, x, «) + X(tn - 1, x, 6x(co)).
Xtn (x, «) = ((tn - l)/t„)]/2((X(tn

- 1, x, 0, («)) - (/„ - 1))/ (/„ - 1)1/2

+ (Ml,x,w)-l)/(in-l)1/2).
sup^ A(l, x) < oo a.s., so supx X(l, x)/(in — 1)1/2 -+ 0 a.s. It therefore suffices
to prove the tightness of (X(t„_x, x, 0x(u>))- (tn - l))/(t„ - 1)1/2. For notational convenience we replace tn — 1 by r„. Distribution of X(tn, x, 9X)under
starting measure p is the same as distribution of X(t„, x) under starting
measure Pfi(Çx G dx) which has bounded density with respect to Lebesgue
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measure. In order to prove tightness of X,n it therefore suffices to consider the
case where u has bounded density.
It follows from Lemma 4 that X, (0) converges in distribution. In order to
obtain tightness it therefore remains to show that for each e > 0

lim lim supP(

sup

|A",(x) - X, (y)\ > e) = 0.

By our modified Tanaka formular (2.8)

A,» - A",» = faj

1/2
- F(i0)- jfVa) d^jt\'
/ / *'

F is bounded and it therefore remains to show that for e > 0

lim hm suppí
«-►0

n->.ao

sup

\'"F\Q

dïs /1\'2\

\ |jc—^| <S •'0

= 0.
/

This now follows from Lemma 2 and standard techniques for weak convergence (see e.g. [2, Theorem 12.3]). We have therefore proved that for each
sequence in|oo A, is a tight sequence of continuous processes on S". From
Lemma 4 it then follows that X, converges weakly to a Gaussian measure on
C(S '). It remains to identify this measure with the measure induced by Z(x).
To this end it is clearly sufficient to show that for /: S ' -» R bounded and
measurable /¿ X, (x)f(x) dx converges weakly to /0 Z (x)f(x) dx. But as was
remarked above this has already been obtained by Baxter and Brosamler in
[1]. We have proved that for each sequence /„too X^ converges weakly to Z.
So for / -» oo X, converges weakly to Z.
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